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METHODOLOGY 
 
1) Collection of data in detail. 
2) Field observation and interaction with the staff. 
3) Discussion with co-coordinating officers/supervisor. 
4) Change in working pattern if any. 
5) Working out financial implication involved in saving as a result of surplus 
employee.  



SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
Sr.No.                                   RECOMMENDATION Pg.No. 

01 Recommendation No. 01:  One vacant post of Material Clerk needs to be surrender 
39 

02 Recommendation No. 02:  02 vacant posts of Chaser are found surplus and need to be surrender 

39 

03 Recommendation No.03:  08 vacant posts of khalasi need to be surrender.  (02 vacant post of MOH account & 06 vacant posts of Signal account). 

39 
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CHAPTER –01 INTRODUCTION 

ORGANIZATION OF MATERIALS MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT                             
IN INDIAN RAILWAYS 

 
1.1 Introduction  
The Indian Railway’s net work is owned and managed by the Central Govt. All 
the operations are controlled and directed by the Railway Board under the 
overall supervision of the Minister of Railways. The network of Railways is 
divided into seventeen Zonal Railways each under the control of a General 
Manager.  Each Railway zone is organized on the divisional pattern of working.   
 
 Materials Management Organization in Railway Board: 
In Railway Board, Member (Mechanical) looks after the material management 
function that has one full time Additional Member (Railway Stores) to assist 
him. Additional Member (Railway Stores) is the head of Railway Stores 
Directorate. There are  

• Executive Directors,  
• Directors,  
• Joint Directors 
• Deputy Directors in this Directorate  

 The functions of Railway Stores Directorate in Railway Board are summarized 
below. 
 (a)Providing policy frame work. 
(b) Inventory Control.  
(c) Centralized Purchase. 
 
Materials Management Organization in Zonal Railways:  
In Railways an integrated concept of Materials Management already exists. All 
Zonal Railways and Production Units have got separate department known as 
`Stores Department' for performing all the functions related to materials 
management. The head of Stores Department is known as Controller of Stores 
who functions at the same level as other Heads of departments.   



 
Organization at Head-quarter level: -  
At headquarters level, office of Controller of Stores is responsible for both 
coordinating various activities of stores depots and divisional controller of stores 
and also purchases. All purchases on Indian Railways are centralized in COS 
office only except for items of petty value. For discharging these duties COS is 
assisted by few Chief Materials Managers who are in S.A. Grade, Dy. Controller 
of Stores who are in Junior Administrative or Selection Grade, Sr. Stores Officer 
in Sr. Scale and Asst. Controller of Stores in Assistant Grade. O 
 Some of the officers are looking after functions of Inventory Control and disposal 
of scrap also in addition to purchase. Office of Controller of Stores is organized in 
various purchase sections. But there are some non purchase sections also such as 
Tender Section, General Section, Inventory Control Section, Firm's Registration 
Section, etc. 
 Organization at Divisional level:-  
Divisions have a Sr. Div. Controller of Stores or Div. Controller of Stores who is 
to co-ordinate with Controller of Stores to meet the material requirements of his 
Division. He has been delegated some purchase powers also to locally Purchase 
items required for his Division. Divisional Stores Depots are also being planned 
for many of the Divisions.  
Organization at Depot level:-  
The problems on Railways are more complex than those of manufacturing 
organizations. There are thousands of indentors spread over a large geographical 
area. The Railways therefore, have to plan locations of the various stores depots 
with care. Normally Stores Depots are located attached to the major workshops 
and are known as attached depots. In addition, Stores depots for materials of 
general nature which are required by most of the indentors are situated at one or 
two convenient locations from where the supplies can be affected. These are 
called as General Stores Depots. o Stores Depots are generally under the 
supervision of Gazetted officers of the Stores Department referred to as Depot 
Officers. A Depot Officer may be in Selection Grade/JA Grade or Senior Scale or 
even Jr. Scale. The Depot Officer is responsible to the Controller of Stores for the 
efficient maintenance of stocks of stores and for the prompt service to the 
indenters in his territory. The depot officer is assisted in his work by Asst. Depot 
Officers and other Senior Staff such as Depot Store Keepers (DSKs).  
 



 
The work in a Stores Depot consists of: 
• Receipt and inspection of stores 
•  Storage and issue of materials  
• Dispatch of materials 
• Disposal of surplus stores and scrap materials 
Functions of Stores Department:  
Functions of Stores Department can be classified as under; 
 (a) Material Planning: - This consists of ascertaining the need of the various departments in the matter of materials and stores and devising such policies that all the materials which have constant demand and also some critical non-wearing materials are constantly available so that they are supplied to the user departments without delay. This includes classification / categorization of items, codification, designing of recoupment policies, taking `make or buy' decision and also preparation of stores budget.  
(b) Procurement of Stores: - This includes purchase of materials of required quality and quantity at reasonable prices. On Indian Railways we purchased materials worth about Rs. 6488 crores in 1995-96. This activity also includes development of sources of supply with due emphasis to development of ancillary industries, small scale industries and indigenous sources for imported items (import substitution). This also includes, maintaining constant touch with the market to ensure steady flow of materials.  
(c) Receipt & Inspection of Stores: - This includes taking delivery of materials from carrier, checking of quantity and quality and their accountal. 
 (d) Store keeping: This includes stocking of materials in the wards, their handling, issuing on demand by indentors and maintaining proper records.  
(e) Distribution of Stores: This includes timely dispatch and distribution of materials to various users by adopting quick and right mode of transportation.  
(f) Collection, accountal and disposal of scrap: This activity is main revenue earning activity of Stores Department these days. On Indian Railway, sale of scrap is of the order of Rs.1000 crores.  
(g) Inventory Control: This includes maintaining an economic level of investment in inventories coupled with fulfilling user's requirements of materials satisfactorily. 



 (h) Cost Reduction: -Materials Management Department can contribute a lot on cost reduction. Some of the techniques used for this purpose are; 1) Variety Reduction 2) Standardization 3) Value Analysis 4) Forecasting. 
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CHAPTER No.02 EXISTING SCENARIO 

2.1 Management Chart of Dy.CMM (ACL), SMM (SIG.) BSL. 
 

Dy.CMM/CMM/ACL,BSL (Depot Officer) 
 

AMM/BSL  (Astt.Depot Officer) 
 

CDMS/Ch.OS (Section Incharge) 
 

Assisting Gr.C staff 
 

Assisting Gr. D Staff 
 

2.2 Sections in Dy.CMM/BSL: 
 
Sr.No Ward/Section Name & Degn. Of Incharge 
01 Establishment section Mr.G.R.Koli, Ch.OS 
02 General section Mr.T.U.Tarte, Ch.OS 
03 PPC section Smt.Savita Kashyap, Ch.OS 
04 Co-ordination Section, Server Room & scrap dealing 

Mr.S.P.Mohale, CDMS 
05 Ledger I,II & IV Section Mr.R.B.Chauhan, Ch.OS 
06 Ward No.1,3 & 9 Mr.Shivankar, CDMS 
07 Receipt Section Mr.K.C.Chaudhari, CDMS 
08 Ward No. 02,05 & Receipt Non Stock Mr.Prabhu Chabdra, DMS 
09 Ward no. 03 & 08 Mr.Aashish Bhagwat, CDMS 
10 Ward no. 06 & 07 Mr.Javed Pinjari, CDMS 
11 Ward no. 04 & Yard Mr.P.V.Gade, CDMS 

 



2.3 Staff position of Dy.CMM (ACL), SMM (Sig.) BSL: 
Post GP MOH* POH* SIG. ACL Depot   
 Level GP SS MOR VAC SS MOR VAC SS MOR VAC SS MOR VAC 
Ch.OS 7 4600 5 4 1 3 3 0 2 1 1 10 08 02 
OS 6 4200 13 6 7 7 4 3 7 0 7 27 10 17 
Sr.Cl 5 2800 3 1 2 2 0 2 2 0 2 7 1 6 
Jr.Cl 2 1900 3 4 -1 2 4 -2 2 2 0 7 10 -3 
Ch.Typist 6 4200          0 0 0 
M/Clerk 2 1900    1 1 0 3 1 2 4 2 2 
CDMS 7 4600 5 2 3 4 3 1 1 1 0 10 6 4 
DMS 6 4200 3 2 1 3 1 2 1 0 1 7 3 4 
Sig. Insp.  4200       1 0 1 1 0 1 
TI 7 4600 1 1 0       1 1 0 
LI 6 4200          0 0 0 
Jr.Steno 4 2400 1 0 1       1 0 1 
Chaser 4 2400 2 0 2       2 0 2 
ARTISAN (Tech)               

MCM/Sr.Tech 6 4200 1 1 0 1 0 1    2 1 1 
Gr.I 5 2800 2 0 2 1 0 1    3 0 3 
Gr.II 4 2400 1 1 0       1 1 0 
Gr.III 2 1900 1 0 1 0 1 -1    1 1 0 
ARTISAN (Non-Tech)               
MCM/Sr.Tech 6 4200 1 0 1 1 0 1    2 0 2 
Gr.I 5 2800 1 0 1 1 0 1    2 0 2 
Gr.II 4 2400 1 0 1       1 0 1 
Gr.III 2 1900 1 1 0 0 1 -1    1 2 -1 
Peon  1 1800 2 1 1       2 1 1 
Khalasi 1 1800 39 29 10 28 20 08 32 06 26 99 55 44 
Gross Cadre Position   86 53 33 54 38 16 51 11 40 191 102 89 

 
 
 
 



 
*MOH/POH account staff means that staff which is deployed at Dy.CMM, BSL 
but they are working for MOH/POH and their salary is withdrawn from their 
working unit like MOH/POH.Their cadre controlling/seniority is under 
Dy.CMM/BSL. 
 
 

• As per Rly. Bd’s Letter No.2015/RS(S)709/5 dated 29/01/2016 it is reviewd 
that for strengthening of Divisional office establishment, the divisional set 
up of store department has been changed and enhanced power has been 
given to DRM for various activities. 
 

• Accordingly the following Ministerial, Non ministerial and erstwhile Goup 
“D” posts of ACL, BSL & Signal Depot BSL are transferred as under: 
 

 

 
BHUSAWAL Division 

Stores Depot 
Category ACL BSL Signal BSL 
CDMS 01 00 
OS 00 02 
Sr.Cl 00 01 
Jr.Cl 01 01 
Gr.D 00 08 
Total  02 12 
Grand  Total  14 

 
 
 



 
 
 

Revised Staff position of Dy.CMM (ACL), SMM (Sig.) BSL: 
Post GP MOH* POH* SIG. ACL Depot   
 Level 

GP SS MOR 
VAC 

SS MOR 
VAC 

SS MOR 
VAC 

SS MOR 
VAC 

Ch.OS 7 4600 

5 4 1 3 3 0 2 1 1 10 08 02 

OS 6 4200 

12 6 6 7 4 3 5 0 5 24 10 14 

Sr.Cl 5 2800 

3 1 2 2 0 2 1 0 1 6 1 5 

Jr.Cl 2 1900 

1 5 -4 2 4 -2 1 2 -1 4 11 -7 

Ch.Typist 
6 4200 

         0 0 0 

M/Clerk 2 1900 

   1 0 1 3 1 2 4 1 3 

CDMS 7 4600 

4 4 0 4 3 1 1 1 0 9 8 1 

DMS 6 4200 

3 1 2 3 1 2 1 0 1 7 2 5 

Sig. Insp. 
 4200 

      1 0 1 1 0 1 

TI 7 4600 

1 1 0       1 1 0 



LI 6 4200 

         0 0 0 

Jr.Steno 4 2400 

1 0 1       1 0 1 

Chaser 4 2400 

2 0 2       2 0 2 

ARTISAN (Tech) 

              

MCM/Sr.Tech 

6 4200 

1 1 0 1 0 1    2 1 1 

Gr.I 5 2800 

2 0 2 1 0 1    3 0 3 

Gr.II 4 2400 

1 1 0       1 1 0 

Gr.III 2 1900 

1 0 1 0 1 -1    1 1 0 

ARTISAN (Non-Tech) 

              

MCM/Sr.Tech 

6 4200 

1 0 1 1 0 1    2 0 2 

Gr.I 5 2800 

1 0 1 1 0 1    2 0 2 

Gr.II 4 2400 

1 1 0 0 1 -1    1 2 -1 

Gr.III 2 1900 

1 0 1 0 0 0    1 0 1 

Kha 1 1 4 2 1 2 2 0 1 0 0 8 5 2



lasi 800 
1 9 2 8 0 8 7 9 8 6 8 8 

Gross Cadre Position 

  82 54 28 54 37 17 32 14 18 168 
105 

63 

 
 
 

2.4 Establishment Section: 
  

• Staff deployed at Establishment Section: 
Desgn. Name of the staff No. of the staff 
Ch.OS • Sh.G.R.Koli 01 
OS 1.Mr. Manzoor Sk 

2. Mr.Yusuf Khan 02 
Jr.Cl 1.Ku.Jayshree Gaikwad 01 

Total      04 
 

• Duties of the staff at Establishment Section: 
 

• Sh. G.R.Koli, Ch.OS: 
• Over all incharge of Establishment section. 
• Dealing with policy matters of Estt. Section. 
• Justification for staff proposals. 
• All papers of the section to be forwaded to Dy.CMM (ACL) BSL, AMM 

(POH) for signature. 
• Replies to audit/account objections. 
• Dealing with Union matters. 
• Arranging examinations for selection and non-selection posts & 

MACCPS. 



• Cadre dealing of BSL unit and other BSL area depots. 
• To deal cases received from MMR/NKRD/DMM BSL,NGP, AQ etc. 
• Maintain CRs of Group C staff of BSL unit. 
• Dealing with confidential matters in connection with vigilance case, theft 

case etc. 
• Maintain seniority list of Class-III BSL unit and Class-IV staff of ACL 

BSL &” S” BSL. 
• Maintain rosters for SC/ST  and for direct recruitment candidates. 
• Dealing with DAR. 
• Dealing with Court matters. 
• Retirement review of Class-III & Class-IV staff of ACL/Signal depot BSL. 
• Checking of Pass/PTO/On duty passes & Authorities. 
• Checking of Pay sheet/ statements of pay sheet. 
• Review of the staff every half yearly. 

 
• Manzoor Sk, OS: 

• Mainly deals with Class-III, IV MOH/Signal depot staff. 
• Preparation of Muster Roll of Class-III, IV MOH/Signal depot staff. 
• Dealing with advances of Class-III, IV staff like 

scooter/Cycle/fan/Festival advances. 
• Crediting and posting of CL of the concerned staff. 
• Checking of TA journals of the staff. 
• Payment of transfer allowance, packing allowance, payment against 

SBF scheme. Adv. of TA camp etc. 
• Grant of PF advance, final withdrawl, ECC bank loan etc. And 

maintain registers for the same. 
• Maintain overpayment registers, recovery registers of GIS with details 

of joining scheme. 



• Preparation of pay sheets with relevant statements for payment side 
and recovery side of Gazetted staff. 

• Verification of qualifying service of the staff. 
• Verification of SR. 
• Allotment of 8 digit no., PRAN no. to the staff on fresh appointment. 
• Maintainance of SR, Leave Record of the staff. 
• Fixation of promotions reversion & fixation of Py if any & payment of 

arrears thereon. 
• Assessment of income-tax of the staff. 
• Maintain of recovery register for House Rent and Electric Charges. 
• Execution of PF/GIS nomination of the staff. 
• Attend any additional work as instructed by section in charge. 
• Dealing with CRs of the concerned staff. 
• Assistance in selection/MACPS to section in charge. 
• Submission of information to General section required for PCDO. 
• To attend any additional work as instructed by the section in charge. 

 
• Mr.Yusuf Khan, OS: 
• Mainly deals with Class-III, IV POH staff. 
• Preparation of Muster Roll of Class-III, IV POH depot staff. 
• Dealing with advances of Class-III, IV staff like scooter/Cycle/fan/Festival 

advances OS THE POH A/c staff. 
• Crediting and posting of CL of the concerned staff. 
• Checking of TA journals of the POH staff. 
• Payment of transfer allowance, packing allowance, payment against SBF 

scheme. Adv. of TA camp etc. 
• Grant of PF advance, final withdrawl, ECC bank loan etc. And maintain 

registers for the same of the POH staff. 



• Maintain overpayment registers, recovery registers of GIS with details of 
joining scheme. 

• Preparation of pay sheets with relevant statements for payment side and 
recovery side of Gazetted staff. 

• Verification of qualifying service of the POH staff. 
• Verification of SR. 
• Allotment of 8 digit no., PRAN no. to the staff on fresh appointment. 
• Maintainance of SR, Leave Record of the staff. 
• Fixation of promotions reversion & fixation of Pay if any & payment of 

arrears thereon. 
• Assessment of income-tax of the POH staff. 
• Maintain of recovery register for House Rent and Electric Charges. 
• Execution of PF/GIS nomination of the staff. 
• Attend any additional work as instructed by section in charge. 
• Dealing with CRs of the concerned staff. 
• Assistance in selection/MACPS to section in charge. 
• Submission of information to General section required for PCDO. 
• To attend any additional work as instructed by the section in charge. 
• Maintain register for vacancy position. 
• Dealing with CRs of Cl-III staff of ACL BSL/ Signal BSL. 
• Assistance in selections/MACP to section in charge. 
• Submission of information to General section required for PCDO. 
• To attend any additional work as instructed by the section in charge. 

 
• Ku. Jayshree Gaikwad, Jr.Cl: 
• Preparation of I & I-A class passes/PTOs, II class passses/PTOs of Class-

III and Class-IV staff of ACL depot. 
• Submission of PCDO of Estt. To CPO. 



• Submission of Monthly returns, quarterly returns, half yearly returns and 
yearly returns to Hqr. 

• Submission of SC/ST statements/returns. 
• Submission of vacancy position required from time to time to Hqr. 
• Submission of position regarding appointments to Cl-III & IV staff. 
• Submission of all information required by Hqr. Office. 
• Training programme of ZRTI office. 
• Dealing with retirement related works of the staff. 
• Submission of various budget statement and maintain register for the 

same. 
• Maintenance of registers in connection with labour enforcement officer. 
• Dealing with correspondence for security deposit. 
• Maintain register for transfer cases. 
• Quarter dealing. 
• General correspondence on Estt. Matters. 
• Maintain register for vacancy position. 

• General Section 
  
Staff deployed at General Section: 

Desgn. Name of the staff No. of the staff 
Ch.OS • Mr.T.U.Tarte  01 
Jr.Cl • Mrs. Varsha Jadhav • Mr.Yuvraj Patil 02 

Total      03 
 
• Duties of the staff at Establishment Section: 
 

• Sh. T.U.Tarte, Ch.OS: 
• To supervise Despatch and General Section. 



• To prepare various proposals for procurement of: 
• Computers, printers, scanners, antivirus, pendrive etc. 
• M&P items i.e lorry, forklift, crane, furiture etc. 
• Repairing of computers, printers, scanner, Xerox Machine, M&P items. 
• Refilling of toner catridges for printers, Xerox Machine. 
• To obtain sanction from competent authoritis of Hqr.  For various 

proposals. 
• To vet/concur the proposals from associate finance. 
• To concur the various proposals from Hqr. Finanace. 
• To prepare various demands for procurement of items. 
• To prepare work proposals for depot premises. 
• Supervision over dead stock registers and items. 
• To keep attention on stock sheet. 
• To collect informations from concerned sections and reply to the 

Account/Audit paras received. 
• RTI dealing. 
• After recepit sanction of work proposals to feed data in IRPSM and send 

the proposals for vetting to Sr. DFM/BSL. 
• To deal futher process for the above proposals. 
• Preparing of Budget for depot expenditure. 
• Perform any additional work instructed by the Depot officer. 

 
• Smt. Varsha Jadhav, Jr. Clerk: (Despatch Section): 
• Receive dak from various offices, give acknowledgement and put up to 

concerned competent authority/Officer. After receipt of dak duly 
marked by the officer, handing over to the concerned section. 

• To arrange to collect dak from Rly station received from Rly. Offices 
and to despatch dak for Hqr. through Rly. dak. 

• To despatch various dak to Hqr, various firms through various firms. 



• To keep attention for provision of stamps. Prepare oofice note for 
sanction from competent authority for purchase ofdak from Post Office. 
After receipt of sanction to send Pay oreder to Account office and collect 
cheque. Hand over the cheque to the Post Master for the purchase of 
the stamops. 

• Update Stamp issue & receipt register. 
• Arrange collect staionery from stationery depot as well as issue to 

statinery to depot staff/bearers. 
• Perform any additional work instructed by the Section Incharge. 

 
• Sh. Yuvraj Patil, Jr. Clerk: (General Section): 
• Maintain Dead Stock Registers. 
• To submit Quarterly indent to stationer depots and collect stationery. 
• To collect numbering staionery items from stationery depots.  
• To kep up-to-date record of issue & receipt registers of staionery items. 
• To send various memos to SSE/Works for repairs and maintenance of 

depot premises and other complaints. 
• To verify bearer letters of representatives coming from various 

depots/Railways for collection of materials. 
• To issue I-Card, Medical Card, Family I-Card for retired employees. 
• Give attention to staff complaint about computers and printers etc for 

repairing. 
• To prepre roster duty of depot staff. 
• In abence of Despatch Section Clerk look after the work. 
• To keep attention on overall supervision on cleanliness of the office (I 

floor). 
• Perform any additional work instructed by the Section Incharge. 

 
 
 



 
 
 

• PPC Section (Petty Purchase Section): 
 

• Staff deployed at PPC  Section: 
Desgn. Name of the staff No. of the staff 
Ch.OS • Smt. Savita B. Kashyap 

01 
OS 1. Mr.S.M.Sable 

2. Mr.S.B.Pawar 
3. Mr. Santosh Mughal 

03 

Peon 1.Mr.Pradeep Patil 
2.Mr.Rajendra Patil 02 

Total      06 
 

• Duties of the staff at PPC Section: 
 

• Smt. Savita B. Kashyap, Ch.OS: 
• Over all incharge of the section. 
• Submission of demand Non/Stock checking & put up proposal to Dy.Cmm, 

AMM value wise. 
• POH & MOH meeting Position updated submitted to co-ordination section 

(Non Stock item position) on every Wednesday. 
• TS/RR file send to consignee (POH/MOH). 
• Checking of all demand value wise PAC item, vetting of demand & 

safety/Non safety funds availability. 
• PO checking and all correspondence. 
• Put up all types of all daily position summary(Stock items/Non stock 

items) to Dy.CMM & AMM. 
• Stock item proposals put up to Dy.CMM. also PO checking & put up for 

signature. 



• Tender opening as per rotation. 
• Receive the dak letter & connect to the concerned file and put up to 

Dy.CMM. 
• Mr.S.M.Sable OS: 
• Working in PPC Billing sectio (stock & non stock). 
• POH/MOH billks to be forwarded to WAO/ELW, BSL & Sr.DFM, BSL for 

payment after receipt note. 
• Imprest of POH for Rs 15,000 to be forwaded after clearance of vouchers. 
• Bill forwading covering letter sent to firm for information. 

 
 

• Shri S.B.Pawar, OS: 
• Stock items demand registration, proposal, tender uploading, tender 

opening, preparation of PO for stock items, cancellation of Purchase order. 
• Stock item meeting position submission to co-ordination section (POH & 

MOH). 
• Submission of demand,NS checking & put up proposal to Dy.CMM,BSl. 
• TS/RR stock items files forwaded to POH/MOH. 
• Other official correspondence. 

 
• Sh. Santosh Mugal, OS: 
• Placing of RC items PO if received from consignee. 
• TOD modification, DP extension cancellation. 
• Purchase order preparation. 
• Complete correspondence as staded by officers and in charge. 
• New demand received from consignee to be feeded and new file to be open. 
• Preparation of PCDO (Monthly DO). 

 



• Sh.Pradeep Patil, Peon: 
• Helping in computer work i.e email to all concerned. 
• Letter typing & submission of bills to WAO/BSL and Sr.DFM/BSL. 
• Searching of stock items meeting files. 

 
• Sh.Rajendra Patil, Peon: 
• Filing of all correspondence documents in concerned files. 
• All TS/RR marked files submitted to ELW/BSL & Sr.DEE/TRS,BSL. 
• Searching of meeting files (N/Stock). 
• Despatch and receiving files from POH/Sr.DFM, BSL. 

 
 

 

 
 

• Co-ordination section: 
 

• Staff deployed at Cordination Section: 
Desgn. Name of the staff No. of the staff 
CDMS • S.P.Mohale 01 
Ch.OS • M.C.Koli 01 
Jr.Cl • Lal Singh 01 

Total 03 
Important features of the Co-ordination section: 

• It is Heart of the Store (Dy.CMM/BSL). 
• Each and every movement of the depot is controlled by this section. 
• Meeting position related to MOH, POH & Hqr is prepared by this section. 



• All correspondence related to material collection is done by thisa scetion. 
• IMMS system related issues  is handled by this section. 
• Safety, vital and must change items position is manged by this section. 
• All the position related to inventory contol is managed by this section. 

 
• Duties of the staff at Cordination Section: 

 
• Mr.S.P.Mohale, CDMS: 

 
• Section in-charge and overall supervision. 
• System monitoring. 
• Safety, vital and must items items permanently look after. 
• Various types of data analysis. 
• To put various position as demanded officer/Hqrs. 
• Mr.M.C.Koli, Ch.OS: 
• Preparation of meeting items related to MOH,POH & Hqr. 
• Letter Correspondence related to collection of materials and preparation of 

Bearer letter. 
• Analysation of materials to be drawn from other depots/Railways. 
• To chase the out of stock items with firms/HQ and instruct the ledger 

section for local purchase after approval of Dy.CMM,BSl. 
• To assit CDMS. 
• Look after the duties of CDMS in case of leave of CDMS. 

 
 

• Mr.Lal singh Chauhan, Jr.Cl: 
• Mainly utilised for line duty. 



• He is responsible to collect materials as per demand from various other 
depots/Railways. 

• Ledger Section: 
• Staff deployed at Ledger Section: 

Desgn. Name of the staff No. of the staff 
COS • R.B.Chauhan 01 
OS • R.S.Bonde 01 
Sr.Cl • Mrs.Triveni Anil Salve 01 

Total 03 
 
 
 

• Duties of the staff at Ledger Section: 
 

• R.B.Chauhan, Ch.OS: 
• Overall incharge of ledger section and is responsible for smooth 

functioning of the section. 
• Responsible for upto date maintenance of correspondence file of L-II 

section. 
• Responsible for upto date maintenance of records/files of the files 

pertaining to section. 
• To ensure that at least one copy of drawing /sketch/specification is 

available in the file. 
• To ensure timely submission of demands along with drawing/sketch in all 

respects to HQ and LP section. 
• CHASING OF OUT OF STOCK/BDL items with COS/Firms/LP section. 

Chasing position to be kept updated. 
• ARD forms whenever necessary shall be filled by him. 
• Correspondence of items under his charge including cancellation of dues 

etc. 
• Review at least 10 items every day and put up position to depot officer in 

such a way that all items are reviewed every month at least once. 



• Prepare all types of stock demands (HQ/LP) and submit to HQ/LP section. 
• Submit Advance Estimate Sheet to Head quarter every month as per AES 

time table. 
• Ensure updation of change to description, requirement, if any received 

from consumer and take necessary action for approval. 
• Follow instructions by officers. 
• In addition to above, all rules, procedures, instructions issued by railway 

Board, Head quarter and Depot Officer from time to time shall be followed 
strictly. 

 
 
 
 
 

• Mr.R.S.Bonde , OS: 
• Work under control and supervision of OS incharge of Ledger Section. 
• Responsible in all respect for maintain adequate material availability 

at all times. 
• Responsible for upto date maintenance of records/files of the files 

pertaining to section. 
• To ensure that at least one copy of drawing /sketch/specification is 

available in the file. 
• To ensure timely submission of demands along with drawing/sketch in 

all respects to HQ and LP section. 
• CHASING OF OUT OF STOCK/BDL items with COS/Firms/LP 

section. Chasing position to be kept updated. 
• ARD forms whenever necessary shall be filled by him. 
• Correspondence of items under his charge including cancellation of 

dues etc. 



• Review at least 10 items every day and put up position to depot officer 
in such a way that all items are reviewed every month at least once. 

• Prepare all types of stock demands (HQ/LP) and submit to HQ/LP 
section. 

• Submit Advance Estimate Sheet to Head quarter every month as per 
AES time table. 

• Ensure updation of change to description, requirement, if any received 
from consumer and take necessary action for approval. 

• Follow instructions by officers. 
• In addition to above, all rules, procedures, instructions issued by 

railway Board,Head quarter and Depot Officer from time to time shall 
be followed strictly. 
 

• Mrs.Triveni Anil Salve, Sr.Cl: 
• Dealing with 23 & 27 PL group. There are about 589 items. 
• Preparation of AIS (Advance intimation Sheet) before 15 of each 

month. And forard it to Head quarter. 
• Preparation of Emergency Recoupment Memos and Propertiary Article 

Certificates. 
• To advice collection of materials by analysing all over Rly. Position to 

Co-ordination Section. 
• Submit various position as demanded by Supervisor/Officers. 

 
 

• Ward No. 01, 03 & 09: 
 

• Mainly hardware ward.  
• Total hardware parts are divided into 23 groups. 

Item  No. of items Out of stock 
Item live 202 07 



Vital  06 00 
Must change 00 00 
A category 00 00 
B category 06 02 

 
• A category- High value items. 
• B category- Medium value items. 
• C category- Low value items. 

 
• Staff deployed at  Ward 01,03 & 09: 

Desgn. Name of the staff No. of the staff 
CDMS 1.Mr.Manoj Shivankar 01 
Khalasi 1. Mr.Rajendra Chirmade  

2. Mr.Namdeo Dharma. 
02 

Total 03 
 
 
 

• Duties of the staff  at  Ward 01,03 & 09: 
 

• Mr. Manoj Shivankar, CDMS: 
• Checking hardware material receipt. 
• Proper stacking of the materials. 
• Entry of the materials received in the IMMS and also in bin card 

manually. 
• Filing & preservation of all above records. 
• Preservation of materials. 
• Issuing of materials to various consignees like POH, MOH and other 

depots within division and other railways too. 
 

• Duties of Khalasi: 



Mr. Rajendra Chirmade, Mr. Namdeo Dharma. 
• Collection of materials from receiving section. 
• Placement of materials at suitable places. 
• Issuing/delivery of the materials as per the instructions of CDMS. 

• Ward No. 02 & 05 and Local Purchase Section (Stock and Non 
Stock): 

 
• Staff deployed at  Ward 02 & 05: 

Desgn. Name of the staff No. of the staff 
DMS • Sh.Prabhu Chandra 01 
Jr.Cl • Sh. Suresh Damu Patil • Sh. Sharad Shinde 02 
Khalasi • Sh.SanjuAhire 

• Sh.Ananda Keshav 
• Sh.Gorelal G • Saheba Alam 

04 

Total      06  
          Staff deployed at Local Purchase Section (Stock and Non Stock): 

Desgn. Name of the staff No. of the staff 
DMS • Mr.Prabhu Chandra 01 
OS • Mr.Nilesh Khaire 01 
Kh • Mr.Ranganathan E. • Mr.Suyog 02 

Total 04 
 

 
 
 
 

• There are about 700 items in this section. 
• Generally Electrical items like cable, tape, electrode, washer etc are dealt 

in this section. 
 



• Duties of the staff  at  Ward 02 & 05: 
• Mr. Prabhu Chandra, DMS: 
• Working as an in charge of Ward No. 02 & 05. 
• Receipt arrived from R.Section to be count and kept on proper location & 

tag label properly. 
• Requisition and demands received from various consignees for issue the 

quantity as per their MUF/AAC. 
• Chare up issue tickets/requisitions received from consignees on same date 

and take issue entries of which against respective P.L.Nos on Bin cards. 
• Material to be kept at proper places duly nature of items (Safety, Vital, 

Must Change, Non VSM) 
• Take the entries in IMMS on computer day to day. 
• Correspondence with consignees & HQ in concern to ward. 
• Check TRs and bin card balances at the end of every month. 
• Proper filings of Ros, issue tickets/Vouchers and maintain files related 

with ward correspondence. 
• Work as assigned and ordered by Dy.CMM (ACL), BSL & AMM (ACL), 

BSL. 
 

• Sh. Damu Suresh Patil & Sh. Sharad Shinde, Jr. Cl: Ward no. 02 & 05. 
• Count receipt from R. Section and keep in proper location and tag label 

properly. 
• Requisitions and demands rceived from various consignees are to be put 

up to CDMS for spare the quantity as per their MUF/AAC. 
• Check issue tickets /requisitions received from consignees on same date 

and take issue entries of which against respective PL nos.  On bin cards. 
• Keep materials at proper places under supervision of DMS (Safety, vital, 

Must Change, Non VSM). 
• Take the entries of issues in IMMS in computer day to day. 
• Correspondence with consignee & HQ in concern with ward. 



• Check TRs and Bin cards balances at the end of every month. 
• Proper filing of Ros, Issue Tickets/Vouchers and maintain files related 

with ward correspondence. 
• To work as assigned and ordered by In charge, Dy.CMM(ACL) BSL & 

AMM(ACL)BSL. 
. 

• Duties of Khalasi at Ward no. 02, 05:  
Khalasi: Sh.Sanju Ahire, Sh.Ananda Keshav, Sh.Gorelal G, Saheba Alam 

• Works as a store Khalasi. 
• Assist to DMS. 
• Cleanliness of the ward. 

 
• Duties of the staff  at  Local Purchase Section (Stock and Non Stock): 

 
• Mr. Prabhu Chandra, DMS: 

• Incharge of  the Section, 
• Duties as given in Para 2.10.B.i. 

 
 

• Mr.Nilesh Khaire, OS: 
 
• Working as an assistant to CDMS of Ward No.02 & 05. 
• Receipt arrived from private firms and entry in DRR (Daily 5 to 10 items). 
• Give the Stock & Non-stock items to TI (Technical Inspector) for practical 
testing. 
• After testing if found suitable make RO (Receipt Order) and if found 
unsuitable make Rejection note. 



• Make RO for the Non-stock items to the consignee for approval and for 
stock items give into ward for contunity and posting. 
• Issuing Gate Passes. 
• Requisition and demands received from various consignees for issue the 
quantity as per their MUF/AAC. 
• Chare up issue tickets/requisitions received from consignees on same date 
and take issue entries of which against respective P.L.Nos on Bin cards. 
• Material to be kept at proper places duly nature of items (Safety, Vital, 
Must Change, Non VSM) 
• Take the entries in IMMS on computer day to day. 
• Correspondence with consignees & HQ in concern to ward. 
• Check TRs and bin card balances at the end of every month. 
•  Proper filings of Ros, issue tickets/Vouchers and maintain files related 
with ward correspondence. 
• Work as assigned and ordered by Dy.CMM (ACL), BSL & AMM (ACL), 
BSL. 

 
Duties of Khalasi Mr.Suyog & Mr.Ranganathan E. 

• Works as a store Khalasi. 
• Assist to DMS. 
• Cleanliness of the ward. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



• Receiving Section (Stock): 
 

• Staff deployed at  Receiving Section (Stock): 
 

Desgn. Name of the staff No. of the staff 
CDMS • Mr. K.C.Chaudhary 01 
OS • Mr.Sanjay Baurasi 01 
Jr.Cl • Mr.Vinod Waghe 01 
Khalasi • Vaishali Bhakare 

• Mr. surendra Jagtap 
• Mr. Chandrakant Dhake. 
• Mr. Jagram Sobram. • Mr. Bhaiyalal 

Bhadasingh 

05 

Total      08 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
• Duties of the staff  at  Receiving Section (Stock): 

 
• Mr.K.C.Chaudhary, CDMS: 
• Allowing the incoming materials. 
• Receipt of supplies COS PO. 
• Certification of the materials as per PO as well as the Challan of the firm. 
• Confirmation of receipt of pre inspection certificates. 
• Confirmation of breakage, shortage & excess and submission of such 

certificates. 



• Handing over file with materials to TI for technical inspection where 
necessary assistance to TI is made. 

• On acceptance of the materials necessary acceptance entries are made in 
DRR. 

• On recommendations for practical and lab tests necessary arrangements 
are made to hand over the materials to the consignee as well as to the 
labs. 

• Issue of RO for accepted materials to hand over to the wards, other depots 
and other railways. 

• Shifting the rejected materials. Issue rejection advice to the firm and hand 
over the materials to the firms as per the laid out procedure. 

• Signing the Gate passes for the empty vehicles unloaded in the depot, for 
materials handing over to other consignees as well as to the depots for 
practical tests and lab tests.issuing letters for recovery of advance 
payments to FA&CO. 

• Correspondence regarding Complition Certificates, other Hqr letters. 
• Reporting the warranty failures to the firms for the replacement of the 

materials. 
• Roster duty for opening & closing of the depot as well as daily opening and 

closing of the section. 
• Mr.R.M.Baurashi, OS: 

• Material receipt (daily) from various firms. 
• DRR maintain. 
• Making RO (Receipt Note). 
• Challan verifying. 
• Records maintain of the store materials. 
• Complition report to Dy.CMM/BSL. 
• Dealing with rejection cases. 
• Preparation of gate passes & Challan for lifting the rejected material on 

payment of necessary ground rates. 
• Issue of ammendments regarding modification in the RO. 



• Overall supervision and letter corrsppondence. 
 

• Mr. Vinod Waghe, Jr.Cl 
• Maintain one DRR (Depot Receipt Register). Daily make 10-15 entries in this 

register. 
• Manual enrty of the materials received and then feeding in the computers. 
• To make labels for the materials received. 
• Issue Gate pass/Challan (Approximately 10-15 daily). 
• To maintain records for the materials rejected by TI(Technical Inspector). 
• To make reports of Shortage (Short materials). 
• Maintain DTR (Depot Transfer Receipt) and Challan Register. 
 
iv) Duties of Khalasi: Smt.Vaishali Bhakare Mr. surendra Jagtap Mr. 
Chandrakant Dhake Mr. Jagram Sobram.Mr. Bhaiyalal Bhadasingh 

• Collection of materials from receiving section. 
• Placement of materials at suitable places. 
• Issuing/delivery of the materials as per the instructions of CDMS. 
 

 
 

 
 

• Ward No. 08: 
  

• Staff deployed at Ward No. 08 
Desgn. Name of the staff No. of the staff 
CDMS 1.Mr. Aashish Bhagat 01 
OS 1.Mr.R.K.Bansode 01 



Khalasi • Durga Prasad 
• Gautam Satdive 
• Prakash Manure • Anil Vasant 

04 

Total      06 
 

• There are about 900 items in this ward. 
• It is a heavy material ward. 
• It has costly items. 
• It has items mostly of bulky nature. 
• Heavy material transaction. 
• Turn over is about 30-40 cr. 

 
• Duties of the staff at Ward No. 08 

 
• Mr. Ashish Bhagat, CDMS: 
• Checking material receipt. 
• Proper stacking of the materials. 
• Entry of the materials received in the IMMS and also in bin card 

manually. 
• Filing & preservation of all above records. 
• Preservation of materials. 
• Issuing of materials to various consignees like POH, MOH and other 

depots within division and other railways too. 
• Mr.R.K.Bansode, OS: 
• Make issue tickets for supply of materials to other depots/consignee. 
• Make Gate pass/challan to the consignee of other depots/other railways 

too. 
• Computer feeding of materials received and issued in IMMS. 
• Dealing with Depot transfer/RO filing. 



• Monthly routine check up of all materials physically and on record. 
• Look after the ward in case of leave of CDMS. 

 
 

• Duties of Khalasi: Durga Prasad, Gautam Satdive, Prakash Manure, Anil 
Vasant 

• Collection of materials from receiving section. 
• Placement of materials at suitable places. 
• Issuing/delivery of the materials as per the instructions of CDMS. 

2.13 Ward No: 06 & 07: 
 

• Staff deployed at Ward No. 06 & 07: 
Desgn. Name of the staff No. of the staff 

CDMS • Mr.Javed Pinjari 01 
OS 1. Mr.Rafique Shaikh  

01 
Sr.Khalasi        1. Mr.Pawan Balbansi 

       2. Mr. Bapu Soma 
       3. Mr.Ramesh Khaire 
       4.Mr.Kian Mali  

04 

Total      06 
In ward no. 06 there are mostly electrical items used in Electric locos (like 
Tapchanger) and in Ward no. 07 there are mostly newly introduced items of 
G9/WAP-7 locos. 

• Duties of the staff at Ward No. 06 & 07: 
 
i) Mr.Javed Pinjari, CDMS: 

• Working as an in charge of Ward No. 06 & 07. 
• Receipt arrived from R.Section to be count and kept on proper location & 

tag label properly. 
• Requisition and demands received from various consignees for issue the 

quantity as per their MUF/AAC. 



• Chare up issue tickets/requisitions received from consignees on same date 
and take issue entries of which against respective P.L.Nos on Bin cards. 

• Material to be kept at proper places duly nature of items(Safety, Vital, 
Must Change, Non VSM) 

• Take the entries in IMMS on computer day to day. 
• Correspondence with consignees & HQ in concern to ward. 
• Check TRs and bin card balances at the end of every month. 
• Proper filings of Ros, issue tickets/Vouchers and maintain files related 

with ward correspondence. 
• Work as assigned and ordered by Dy.CMM(ACL),BSL & AMM(ACL),BSL. 

ii)Mr.Raffique Shaikh, OS: (Look after Ward no. 07 only) 
• Working as a assistant to CDMS of Ward No.07. 
• Receipt arrived from R.Section to be count and kept on proper location & tag 

label properly. 
• Requisition and demands received from various consignees for issue the 

quantity as per their MUF/AAC. 
• Chare up issue tickets/requisitions received from consignees on same date 

and take issue entries of which against respective P.L.Nos on Bin cards. 
• Material to be kept at proper places duly nature of items (Safety, Vital, Must 

Change, Non VSM) 
• Take the entries in IMMS on computer day to day. 
• Correspondence with consignees & HQ in concern to ward. 
• Check TRs and bin card balances at the end of every month. 
• Proper filings of Ros, issue tickets/Vouchers and maintain files related with 

ward correspondence. 
• Work as assigned and ordered by Dy.CMM(ACL),BSL & AMM(ACL),BSL. 
 
Khalasi: Mr.Pawan Balbansi, Mr.Bapu Soma, Mr.Ramesh Khaire &   Mr.Kiran 
Mali: 

• Works as a Store Khalasi. 



• To follow instructions of CDMS. 
• Cleanliness of the ward. 
• Collection of materials under the supervision of CDMS. 
• To keep materials on proper places in ward duly count and label as per the 

instructions of CDMS. 
• To issue the materials properly as per consignees as chgarged demand. 
• Work as assigned and ordered by In-Charge/Officers. 

 

 
 

 
 

2.14 Yard & Ward No.04: 
 
• Staff deployed at Yard & Ward No. 04 : 
 

Desgn. Name of the staff No. of the staff 
CDMS • Mr.P.V.Gade 01 
OS • Mr.Rafique Sk. 01 
Sr.Kh • Mr.Pawan Balbansi 

• Mr.Bapu Soma 
• Mr.Ramesh Khaire • Mr.Kiran Mali 

04 

Total 06 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

• Duties of the staff deployed at Yard & Ward No. 04: 
 

 
• Mr.P.V.Gade, CDMS: 

• Incharge of Yard & Ward no. 04 (Scrap ward). 
• All dealing of scrap. Lot inspection, lot survey and E-auction incharge. 
• Yearly 35 to 40 E-auction of scrap is done. 
• All the information related to E-Auction is done is feed online. 
• Checking material receipt. 
• Proper stacking of the materials. 
• Entry of the materials received in the IMMS and also in bin card 

manually. 
• Filing & preservation of all above records. 
• In this ward, the extra workload of scrap dealing is done. To handle this 

extra work load CDMS Mr. P.V.Gade has developed software. The name of 
this software is “E-Auction Information System.” In this all the 
information required for the e-auction is filled systematically. Also the 
rates for scrap are updated automatically. He is using this software since 
last 02 years succesfully without any failure. As this software is a grant 
success, it is suggested by the Work Study team encourage this software. 
At primary stage this software should me implemented at this depot 
(Dy.CMM/ACL, BSL). If it is found that this software is working 
succesfully this software may be implemented in other depots/railways too. 

              Hence, it is requested to implement this software in the other ward of 
the depot. 
 
 



• Mr.M.A. Shaikh,OS: 
• Incharge of the parcel collection in the Yard. 
• Receive parcels from Parcel Office Bhusawal, private parcel courier 

services (daily 08-10 parcels). 
• Checking the correctness of the parcel and maintaining records for the 

parcel received. 
• Mr.Anil Kadam, Jr.Cl: 
• Assistance to CDMS. 
• Coordinate to CDMS AND OS in the day to day working. 
• Follow instructions and gice ready positions in case of scrap auction. 

 
• Duties of the khalasies at Yard:  

1 Dhanraj Jangale 6 Shobha Khanjode 
2 Santosh Sansanse 7 Shobha Gawadi 
3 Sachin Atarde 8 Badu Shinde 
4 Munnalal Khanie 9 Sandeep Barsake 
5 Laxman Bansode 10 Chetram Birju 
 
 

As the workload of the Yard and Ward No. 04 is more 10 khalasies are 
deployed .their duties are as same as the other khalasies. 

• Work as a Store Khalasi. 
• To follow instructions of CDMS. 
• Cleanliness of the ward. 
• Collection of materials under the supervision of CDMS. 
• To keep materials/scrap  on proper places in ward  
• Work as assigned and ordered by In-Charge/Officers. 

 



2.15 Movement Conveyors in the Depot: 
 As there is a lot of materials handling in the depot 05 vehicles are alloted/ used 
in the depot. These are  

• 02 Trucks. 
• 01 Road mobile crane 
• 01 fork lifter 
• 01 tractor. 

For the movement of these vehicles 03 staff is deployed. 
• Mr.V.T.Chaudhary (MCM). 
• Mr.Pradeep Ananda (Gr-II Driver) 
• Mr.Sk.Bashir Sk.Khalil (Gr-III Driver)  

 
• The duty of this staff is to lift and place the materials as per the 

instructions of the CDMS/Ward Incharge/Yard Incharge. 
 
2.16 Time Office 
 

• At the entry gate of Dy. CMM (ACL) Store BSL, there is a Time Office. 
• This time office is look after Material Clerk (Mr.Ananda Jaganath 

Sapkale) along with a Khalasi. 
• One RPF staff is also deputed (for 24 Hours) here for security reasons. 

 
 
Duties of the Material Clerk: 

• Make proper entry in Incoming and Outgoing Register. 
• Make proper entry in Depot Transfer (DT), Challan Register. 
• Maintain Gate Pass register. 
• Making entry Receiving Section registers. 



• Making entry of vehicles in Incoming and outgoing register. 
• Making entry in Firm Register. 

 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

2.17 SMM Signal, Bhusawal. 
 

• Introduction: 



• This depot mainly deals with the materials of C&W and OHE. 
• In C&W deptt. Materials for BOX-N, BOX-N-HL, BCN, BCN-HL, and 

BTPN are stored and in OHE deptt materials like hardware, insulators, 
wire rope, cantilever etc. 

• Beside this compressor oil and other types of oils for Track Machine and 
grease graphite for Engg.P.Way is also revieved and despatched here. 

• Non stock purchase of the concerned departments like C&W, TRD, TM, 
and Engg.P.Way is done here. 

• It is one of the important depots in Central Railway supplying materials 
to other divisions too like PA, SUR, NGP, and BB. 
 

• Staff position at SMM( Sig) BSL: 
Category SS OR VAC 
Ministerial 05 03 02 
Non-Ministerial 03 02 01 
Group D 11 07 04  19 12 07 

 
 

Desgn. Name of the staff No. of the staff 
CDMS • Mr.U.S.More • Mr.D.G.Malsure 02 
COS • Mr.Sanjay Athawale 01 
Jr.Cl • Mr.Sachin Pagare • Mr.Vinod Khirekar 02 
Khalasi • Mr.Liladhar Warke. 

• Mr.Dilip P Sawant 
• Mr.Rajendra Dole 
• Mr.Rajendra Barhate 
• Mr.Pramod Bansod • Mr.Durgesh Thakur. 

06 

Safaiwala • Mr.Tarachand Kharare 01 
Total 12 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• Duties of the staff deployed at SMM (Sig.) BSL 
 
• Mr.U.S.More, CDMS: 

• Incharge of Receiving Section. 
• Checking and counting of all the materials received from other depots, 

private firms, workshops etc and parcel office too. Material is received 
daily. 

• Check suitability of the materials. If found suitable, despatch to the ward 
and if found unsuitable reject it and arrange to send it back. 

• All scrap dealing.Dealing with scrap auction and delivery. 
• Additional works like opening/closing of the depot. 

 
ii) Mr.D.G.Malsure, CDMS: 

• Depot opening and closing (seal). 
• Regular receipt of the materials, inspection and entry in bin card. 
• Placement and labelling of the materials. 
• Issuing of the materials to the consignee. 
• Computer feeding in IREPS and issue vouchers. 
• To direct Class-IV staff for various material handling, cleaning of the 

wards/sheds and other miscelleneous works. 
• Scrap dealing. 



 
iii)Mr.Sanjay Athawale, COS: 

• Preparation of PCDO. 
• Dealing with PPC (Petty Purchase Section) Non stock items. Right from 

receiving of requisition/demand upto final billing to the supplies(Monthly 
05-06 dealing) 

• Dealing with stock items, aboiut 206 items including OHE(TRD) and 
C&W(Mech.). Record maintainance and all official correspondence, 
making availibilty of the materials to the consignee. 

• If stock item is out of stock or BDL (Below Danger Level) chasing for 
material availability, correspondence/coverage to Head quarter (COS, 
CSMT) and also other Railways. 

• If material is out of stock and coverage from HQ ERM (Emergency 
Recoupment Memo) will be prepared to meet the urgency (Yearly 20-25 
cases). 

• Receiving Section: material receiving and entering it in Daily Receipt 
Register with all new file opening and all correspondence later. 

• Despatch Section: All despatch dealing. Ticket demand from DRM office’s 
despatch office. Ticket value Rs 500-700 per month. 

• General Section: Stationery collection from BYC. Go on line duty 
once/twice in a month. 

• Pass/PTO of on roll 12 staff. 
• Give attendance to Dy.CM. 
• Dealing with other staff matters. 
• All dealing of IREPS (Indian Railway E-Procurement System) i.e 

posting/PPC purchasing/Tendering. 
• Bill passing correspondence in IMMS (Indian Material Management 

Information System). 
 
iv)Mr.Vinod Khirekar, Jr.Cl: 



• Daily issuing of materials. Card posting of the material issued. Total 307 
cards. 

• Tree cleaning and yard cleaning. 
• Line to NGP, BYC etc once in a month. 
• To follow orders of supervisors. 
• Issue Gate Pass. 

v)Mr.Sachin Nimbaji Pagare, Jr.Cl: 
• Material collection. Receive materials from variuos depots like Parel, JHS, 

JBP, KTE etc for TRD and OHE department. 
• Entry in Bin Cards. There are about 225 bin cards. 
• Material issuing as per the instructions of CDMS. 
• Inspection and scrap dealing. Last year sale 90 metric tons in two lots 

costing around 20 lacs. 
• Go on line duty to collect material from JHS, BYC and Parel. 

 
vi) Duties of the Khalasies: 

• Work as a Store Khalasi. 
• To follow instructions of CDMS. 
• Cleanliness of the ward. 
• Collection of materials under the supervision of CDMS. 
• To keep materials/scrap  on proper places in ward  
• Work as assigned and ordered by In-Charge/Officers. 

***** 



                                                                                                                             

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Chapter No. 03 

CRITICAL ANALYSIS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Critical Analysis and Recommendation: 
 

• Keeping in view the duties of Material Clerk in the depot, the work study 
team suggest to have 03 sanction strength of Material Clerk instead of 04. 
Hence one post of Material Clerk is identified surplus. 
 
Recommendation No. 01: One vacant post of Material Clerk needs to be 
surrender. 
 

• During the course of work study it is found that the work of Chaser in the 
depot is done by the CDMS/DMS and dealing ministerial staff. Hence it is 
concluded that there is no requirement of the post of chaser. 02 vacant 
posts of Chaser are identified as surplus. 
 
Recommendation No. 02: 02 vacant posts of Chaser are identified as 
surplus and need to be surrender. 
 

• The work study team also studied the workload on the Group D staff. 
There are total 28 vacancies in this cadre even then the work of each 
ward and yard is going on smoothly. The vacancies are much as compared 
to the existing workload. Keeping in view the increasing work load of the 
depot in the near future the work study team suggests to surrender only 
08 vacant posts of khalasi out of 28 vacancies. (02 vacant post of MOH 
account and 06 vacant posts of Signal account). 
 
Recommendation No. 03:  08 vacant posts of khalasi need to be surrender. 
(02 vacant post of MOH account and 06 vacant posts of Signal account). 
 
 



***** 

Chapter No. 04 

FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 

 
The tentative financial implications due to surrender of posts will be as under:  

Sr. 
No Category Level PB (RSRP) GP 

Annual 
money 
Value 

per 
post  

No. of 
posts 

Total Annual 
saving ` 

01 
Material 
Clerk 2 5200-20200 1900 523530 01 5,23,530 

02 Chaser  4 5200-20200 2400 671580 02 13,43,160 
03 Khalasi 1 5200-20200 1800 471876 08 37,75,008 

Total Savings Rs 56,41,698 
 
The total annual saving after the surrendering of above posts will be Rs Fifty six 
lakh, forty one thousand, six hundred and ninety eight only. 
 
Note: - The above financial implication is subject to actual surrender of posts. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

म य रेल 
काय – अ ययन अनुभाग 

मंडल रेल बंधक कायालय,  भुसावल 
  प ांक –  WSCR/Stores/HQ/07/17-18                                            दनांक – 19/01/2018 

NOTE  Sub:-Work-study Report on “Review of Staff working at Dy.CMM                  (ACL), SMM (Sig.) Bhusawal.”  *****                 The above-subjected study proposed / sponsored by AGM (C.R), with 
approval of Railway Board is included as a programmed study for the year 2017-
18. 

 
             A copy of the work-study report is prepared & sent herewith for remarks 
/ acceptance/ implementation please. 

                                                                                                        V.S.Tayade                                                                              Work-Study Inspector / BSL     DWSO/BSL     Dy.CMM/ BSL     



ADRM  
 
 
 
 
 
 


